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Abstract. informatic tecnology can be the fight answer to deal with some 
nettropsychological troubles of children. The goal of this study is the 
application of ctmaputer programa as a possible strategy in rehabilitation of 
children with cognitive problems. Four programs were selected to stimulate 
various basic brain fanetions: problem solving, categor/r~tion, logical sequence 
and spA~ thought. The programs were tested on a group of 20 mentally 
retarded young subjects matched with a comparison group of 20 like subjects 
trained with o~ .a ry  teclmiques. The computer trained group showed a 
significant improvement in tests involving attention, motivation for learning and 
problem solving abilities. These results, in our opinion, would confirm the 
usefulness of specific soRwam as a rehabilitative method in dealing with 
cognitive problems of children. 

1 Introduction 

In the last years personal computer has been used as a major tool for the traitment of  
many kinds of  disabilities, including the cognitive disorders (1, 3, 6, 8, 9).. 
The aim is, in the latter ease, at stimulating the residual abilities o f  the disabled subjetes 
in order to exploit such competeneies at the best or (if the patients are children) at 
fur the~g their development (1, 2, 6). 
Even though the literature on this topic is quite rich, the researches specifically 
directed to the problem of mentally retarded children are very few: surprisingly, 
because the mentally retarded possibly could take great advantages from this kind of  
rehabilitation. 
As our Institute is dealing, for many decades, with the problems of  mental retardation 
and learning disabilities,we are researching even in this field: a recent study, still in 
advancing, is summarized as follows. 

2 Rationale 

Some different programs (software) have been selected in order to stimulate specific 
intellectual functions as sequencing, selecting among multiple choices, classifying and 
performing spatial tasks (1, 2, 4, 5, 7). 
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The real goal is the increasing of the child's abilities in using particular 
information-processing strategies through a number of facilities which enable him or 
her to perform a task 
The hypothesis was that a goal-oriented training would allow these subjects to reach 
higher performances, if compared with those of a control-group treated with the 
traditional, not computerized, rehabilitative techniques. 
It is worth noting that we emphasize rather the concept of strategy than the issue of 
the neuropsychological competency. We will see that even motivation has its own 
weight. 

3 Materials  and Methods 

Four programs were selected suited to a MS-DOS based personal computer; this 
choice was justified by the low cost of this machine and its large diffusion. 
The first program, Sequence, requests the correct rearrangement of a succession of 
images. It displays four pictures, each representing one step of a logical sequence, in a 
random order. The child has to arrange the sequence, pointing to each picture in the 
fight order. The program gives feedback by playing an animation that confirms the 
passage leading from one step to the next. 
The second program, Matrix, requests logical selection fi'om a group of objects. It 
displays in the left side of the screen an object and in the right side a set of pictures. 
The child has to choose the picture among those displayed in the set that logically 
matches the right image. Acoustic and visual feedback are given. 
The third program, Claxi, stimulates the children's ability to classify plane figures 
following different criteria.It displays in the left top comer of the screen fifteen figures, 
with a maximum of three different colours, shapes and sizes. In the half bottom 
comer of the screen there are three empty boxes.The child has to draw one figure at a 
time in one of the three boxes, according to a given classification criterion. Feedback is 
given following the criterion which has been used by the child himse~ not to 
discourage him. 
The fourth program, Views, stimulates spatial thought, requiring the correct matching 
between two different points of view: downwards and forward. It is actually based on 
a well known Piaget's test. It display the surf a ~  of an island on whose coasts are 
various landmarks (e.g, some trees, a train, a city etc.). A sailboat appears in the sea 
surrounding the island. The frontal view of each landmark appearing on the island (as 
it can be seen from the current sailboat position) is displayed inside a bottom-screen 
flame. The program can either change the frame of the content, asking the child to 
move the sailboat where such a view is possible, and the content itself that represents 
the view from the boat. Visual feedback is given. 
These programs were tested on 40 selected children, ranging in age from 6 to 14 years 
(10y.7m. + 2y.10m.), suffering from learning disabilities as a consequence of inferential 
and logical impairment (depending on a condition of mental retardation), free from 
sensory disorders or severe emotional problems. We selected only children with Total 
Intelligence Quotient (TIQ) at the Wechsler Scale (WlSC-R) ranging from 50 to 80. 
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All the subjects underwent psychometric tests in order to assess attention level, 
learning motivation and problem solving abilities. We used also ordinal scales: Raven's 
Standard/Coloured Progressive Matrices (PM) test - for the assessment of inferential 
and logical abilities - was administered. 
The 40 children were then randomly divided into two groups of 20 subjects, matching 
for age and TIQ. The subjects belonging to the first group attended 50 training 
session, 45 minutes each, twice a week, using the selected programs; the subjects of 
the second group attended 50 training session, 45 minutes each, twice a week, using 
ordinary techniques (handy training equipment). At the end of the period all the 
subieets were re-tested with the same battery of tests. 

4 Results 

The psychometric tests undeRaken by the children before and after rehabilitation 
showed a statistically si~iacant increase (sign - test, p< 0.05) of the attention level at 
the end of the training in the computer trained group (6 positive differences, 14 ties) 
compared with the not si~iflcant increase in the control group (2positive difference, 
18 ties) (fig. 1), In a similar way, motivation for learning significantly increased 
(p<0.05) in the computer treated group (8 positive difference, 12 ties) and did not 
significantly change in the control group (1 positive difference ) (fig. 2). Problem 
solving abilities increased in both of the groups, but the difference was statistically 
si~ificant (p<0.05) only in the computer treated group (7 positive difference, 13 ties 
vs 3 positive difference, 17 ties in the control group) (fig. 3). 
Results in the PM test did not show any statistically significant change in the 
computer trained group (85.6 + 15.6) before rehabilitation (b.r.); 87.9 _+ 15.6 and aiter 
rehabilitation (a.r). 
The change in the control group was larger (82.8 +_ 30.2 b.r, 89.3 _+ 3.3 a.r) even 
though a statistically not si~ificant. A t-test comparison between the PM scores of 
the computer trained group and of the control group before and after rehabilitation 
was not significant. 

5 Discuss ion  

From the outcomes of our study, it seems that the use of specific sol,wares in 
training retarded children is more effective if compared with that based on the 
traditional ordinary techniques. 
Undoubtedly the weight of motivation must be considered: working with the computer 
may be playful and fun and posss promotes the children's interest. 
Yet the improvement of attention and problem-solving capacities has been proved: it is 
quite unlikely to consider such an improvement the mere effect of a higher interest. 
Possibly interacting and working with the PC compels the retarded child to deal with 
algotythms, to build mental representations, to process analysis/synthesis tasks and 
consequently to become more proficient in using strate~es that the PC can facilitate. 
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So the better performances by the computer-trained subjects in the problem-solving 
tests can be easily (but not completely) explained. 
Indeed extensive work still has to be done both in order to understand the aotual 
processes underlying the outcomes and to create a wider range of programs. 
We also believe that it is necessary to find new procedures enabling the children to 
train themselves, actually using the PC as an inanimate but powerful therapist. 
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1 

ATTENTION LEVEL 
(differeneo after-before rehabilitation) 

FIGURE 2 

MOTIVATION FOR LEARNING 
(difference after-b~foro rohabilitation) 
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FIGURE 3 

PROBLEM SOLVING ABILITIES 
(differonco after-boforo rohabilitation) 


